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Abstract—Human identiflcation from a skull is a critical 
process in legal and forensic medicine, specially when no other 
means are available. Traditional clay-based methods attempt to 
genérate the human face, in order to identify the corresponding 
person. However, these reconstructions lack of objectivity and 
consistence, since they depend on the practitioner. Current 
computerized techniques are based on facial models, which 
introduce undesired facial features when the final 
reconstruction is built. This paper presents an objective 3D 
craniofacial reconstruction technique, implemented in a graphic 
application, without using any facial témplate. The only 
information required by the software tool is the 3D image of the 
target skull and three parameters: age, gender and Body Mass 
Index (BMI) of the individual. Complexity is minimized, since 
the application datábase only consists of the anthropological 
information provided by soft tissue depth valúes in a set of 
points of the skull. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE goal of forensic craniofacial reconstruction is the 
identification of human and osseous remains, estimating 

the facial appearance of the individual associated to an un-
known skull. It is a critical process in legal and forensic 
medicine, specially when no other means are available to 
identify the person [1]. So far, this task has been performed 
by traditional 'plástic' methods, using clay. This process is 
carried out by an artist, who models the soft tissue knowing 
tissue depth in some landmark points on the skull. Depths 
elsewhere are interpolated between these points by intuition. 
In that process, replicas of real skulls are used, in order to 
avoid damaging them [1]. This procedure has important dis-
advantages: on the one hand, it is an artistic method, which 
means the process is subjective. In fact, it is non-repeatable, 
since obtained results always differ between practitioners, 
and also between reconstructions. On the other hand, the 
technique is slow, and it usually takes one or two days, even 
for skilled practitioners. The method is also dirty and expen-
sive, due to the materials required. In fact, a repetition of the 
process (the creation of a new reconstruction from the same 
skull using different individual parameters) means the use of 
new additional materials. Finally, the generated reconstruc
tions are not easily transportable, which makes difficult their 
distribution or sharing. 
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All these disadvantages result in an increasing importance 
of the computer-based facial reconstruction techniques [2]. 
Based on this fact, several works and proposals have been 
developed from the 90's until nowadays [3]-[8]. They all 
suggest the different advantages of computerized 3D cranio
facial reconstruction: it is a consistent process (the output re
sults are the same when the same input data is used), and ob
jective (it does not depend on any practitioner). Moreover, 
computerized methods can be executed in a short time, and 
they do not require extra material resources to repeat the re
construction process from the same skull. All the previous 
facts make computer-based methods better than traditional 
procedures. 

Current computer-based reconstruction techniques build 
the final reconstruction starting from a reference facial mod-
el. Most published computerized techniques ([3], [4], [8], 
e.g.) use a generic facial témplate, or a specific best look-
alike témplate, based on several subject properties (BMI, 
gender and age). This reference témplate is then fitted to the 
target skull knowing tissue thickness in some landmarks on 
that skull, and interpolating thickness in between these refer
ence facial points, based on a generic smooth deformation. 
Finally, they add some extra information to improve the re
sults, such as manual modeling features (nose, eyes, etc.) or a 
texture simulating the skin. The main problem of these pro
cedures is they focus on human resemblance, instead of relia-
bility: using a specific facial témplate, unwanted facial fea
tures of that témplate remain visible in the final reconstruc
tion. Besides, applying a generic deformation means a prob
lem when the differences between the reference depth tissue 
valúes in landmarks and the reference face thickness are con-
siderably large. On the other hand, the results are not skull-
specific, but just "smooth". 

In attempt to solve the previous shortcomings, some tech
niques ([6], for example) use specific deformations over the 
generic facial témplate. This deformation is obtained from a 
reference skull, which is deformed towards the target skull. 
Then, that deformation is extrapolated and applied to the fa
cial témplate. Other computer-based facial reconstruction 
proposals (for instance [5], [7], [9]), instead of starting from 
a generic facial surface, they build a reference statistical 
model from a datábase of 3D-scanned real faces. Thus, the 
problem of unrealistic and unreliable characteristics of the 
reconstructions is minimized. 



All the previous methods and their results are limited, 
though, in the shape of the reference facial témplate they use 
to build the final craniofacial reconstruction: the output re
sults will always contain specific features present in the ref
erence témplate, which may distort the physical appearance 
of target person to identify. In addition, those techniques 
only use the information given by some points on the skull, 
instead of considering the complete skull surface; this disre-
gards any individual particularity which should affect the fi
nal reconstruction morphology. Moreover, all these tech
niques require high-complexity databases and procedures to 
perform the final reconstruction. In order to decrease com-
plexity, and to avoid any unsuitable information which may 
be introduced by that reference facial surface, and also trying 
to consider as much information as may provide the skull ge-
ometry, we propose an alternative computer-based craniofa
cial reconstruction technique, which is not based on a refer
ence facial témplate. This reconstruction technique has been 
implemented in an application, which only starts from an-
thropological information, consisting in statistical soft tissue 
depth valúes in a set of points on the skull. Thus, complexity 
of the application datábase is considerably reduced. The only 
input data required by the application to genérate the facial 
soft tissue mesh are the 3D image of the target skull, and a 
set of parameters of that skull: age, gender and BMI range. 
Facial features (eyes, nose, ears and mouth) are not included 
in the generated reconstruction, as they cannot be confidently 
deduced only from skull [1]. 

In the following section, a general description of the appli
cation is presented. Section 3 and 4 concéntrate on examin-
ing the two main functional modules in the application: 
Landmark Insertion Module and Skin Mesh Generation 
Module. Then, in Section 5, a comparison of different results 
is presented. Finally, Section 6 discusses the conclusions of 
the computer-based facial reconstruction technique here pre
sented. 

II. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION 

The application presented in this paper can be represented 
by the scheme shown in Fig. 1. 

The application input data is introduced by the final user 
(the forensic doctor). It comprises the following elements: 
firstly, a 3D image of the target skull. Secondly, 66 landmark 
points placed on the skull surface, where soft tissue depth is 
known (user will be able to decide whether introducing these 
positions manually or automatically by the application). The 
last input data required by the application is a set of charac-
teristic parameters of the target person: age, gender and BMI 
range. Age and gender can be deduced from skull morpholo
gy [1], so they will always be known by the user. However, 
BMI range will be an unknown parameter, which will have 
to be estimated. 

The Landmark Insertion Module is in charge of placing 
each landmark point in each position over the skull, and as-
signing the corresponding soft tissue depth valué, according 
to age, gender and BMI parameters. This functional block 
will be described in Section 3 of this paper. 

Skin Mesh 

Fig 1: Application scheme 

Finally, the Soft Tissue Generation Module is the respon-
sible for generating the skin mesh from the set of landmarks, 
where soft tissue depth is known. This block will be ana-
lyzed in Section 4. The application datábase consists of a set 
of tissue depth valúes in each reference point, varying ac
cording to age, gender and BMI attributes. This fact means 
that the datábase complexity is very small compared to those 
consisting of CT images, as in [5], [7], [9]. Consequently, 
the calculation of tissue thickness valúes in all the landmark 
points is very fast. 

III. LANDMARK INSERTION MODULE 

The Landmark Insertion Module (LIM) is in charge of 
placing 66 reference points on the skull surface, and assign-
ing them a tissue depth valué, based on a set of parameters of 
the person: age, gender and BMI range (previously intro
duced by the user in the system via the graphic user inter-
face). The reference points used for this purpose are two sets 
of points traditionally used in forensic medicine, as depicted 
on Fig. 2. 

The first set (black points on Fig. 2) results from an an-
thropological study, presented in [10]. They are compulsory 
points, since they make possible to genérate soft tissue in 
frontal and lateral sides of a skull. However, that set of 
points would leave empty the top and the back of the skull. A 
second set of points has been considered to genérate soft tis
sue around the whole skull (see red points on Fig. 2). That 
set of points has been selected so that any user can recognize 
them unequivocally. Moreover, the soft tissue depth varia-
tions in that zone can be disregarded, and their magnitude 
can be approximated by tissue depth in point 1. 
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Fig 2: Landmark definition used for craniofacial reconstruction in this 
work (left, front and right views). In black: set of 52 points to genérate 
the facial reconstruction in facial zone [10]. In red: set of 14 points to 

genérate the craniofacial reconstruction in neurocranium [11] 

Based on the previous fact, the system will take 66 posi
tions on a skull 3D image, and the age, gender and BMI 
range of that person (which will be introduced via the graph-
ic user interface). Then, tissue thickness will be determined 
in all those reference points according to the parameters of 
the person. In the following subsections, these two processes 
(landmark insertion and tissue depth load) will be analyzed. 

A. Landmark Insertion 

The landmark insertion process places the set of 66 refer
ence points on the skull 3D image. Two different ways to ac-
complish this task have been implemented: manually and au-
tomatically. 

In the manual procedure, user inserts all landmarks direct-
ly on the skull image. The list of 66 reference points is dis-
played in the graphic user interface, via a combo-box ele-
ment. The user only has to select one reference point and 
click on the skull image on its corresponding position. The 
procedure is order-independent. 

In the automatic procedure, all the landmarks will be 
placed automatically on the image. In order to perform that 
task, the skull 3D image is projected on the front, right and 
left planes, and landmark positions are calculated into these 
projection planes, since those positions are quasi-invariant in 
every skull. For this purpose, the skull needs to be oriented 
previously, in order to place it in front position respect to 
viewer camera. Once all points have been placed on the pro
jected images, an inverse transformation is applied over them 
to recover the whole 3D image, with all the landmarks 
placed on it. Likewise, user is allowed to modify any resul-
tant position, if inaccurate. 

B. Tissue Depth Load 

Once all reference points have been placed on the skull 
3D image, tissue thickness is assigned to each one, according 
to the age, gender and BMI range parameters previously in
troduced. Soft tissue depth valúes in reference points are 
known thanks to an anthropological study to characterize tis
sue depth information of Spanish population, performed by 
Legal Medicine School of Madrid, and based on a previous 
study of Belgian population [10]. This study is still in 
progress, and until this moment, it has been carried out with 
160 people, men and woman, aged between 20 and 90 years 
oíd. Tissue thickness valúes are classified into several 
groups: according to gender, men and women; according to 
age, five groups can be found: between 20 and 29 years, be-

Fig 3: SMGM block diagram 

tween 30 and 39, between 40 and 49, between 50 and 59, 
and older than 60; and finally, according to BMI, population 
can be divided into 3 groups: people with BMI lower than 
20, people with BMI between 20 and 25, and people whose 
BMIishigherthan25. 

Considering this classification, 30 groups of population 
result. For each one, a tissue thickness mean valué is avail-
able in the datábase for every landmark. Based on that fact, 
and depending on the gender, age and BMI range valúes of 
the corresponding person, the system will access to the cor
responding entry in the datábase (population group and land
mark), and will assign its depth valué to each landmark. 

IV. SKIN MESH GENERARON MODULE 

The Skin Mesh Generation Module (SMGM) represents 
the main functional module in the application here presented. 
From output data generated in LIM, it manages to construct 
a full 3D mesh representing soft tissue (skin) belonging to 
the skull. The general aim of this module is to genérate a set 
of intermedíate points on the skull surface, whose depth val
úes can be interpolated from thickness valúes in reference 
points. The whole set of points (landmarks and intermedíate 
points) will intégrate the final skin mesh. For this purpose, 
the module receives the set of 66 reference points (their posi
tions and depths), and determines new tissue thickness val
úes in each intermedíate point, attending to its location 
(closeness to the rest of landmarks). For this reason, the pre
sented craniofacial reconstruction technique considers all the 
information contained in the skull geometry, not only soft 
tissue thickness in the landmark points. Fig. 3 illustrates this 
procedure. 

Therefore, the main functions participating in the whole 
process are the intermedíate points generation and projec
tion, the interpolation of intermedíate depths and normáis, 
and the soft tissue mesh generation. In the subsequent sub
sections, these four processes will be analyzed. 

A. Intermedíate Points Generation 

First step in skin mesh generation process is the creation 
of a set of new intermedíate points, which will intégrate the 
resulting final mesh. Those new intermedíate points are cre-
ated by using a new triangulation (transparent to the user). In 



a further process, those new generated points will be project-
ed towards the skull geometry, so that new tissue depth can 
be obtained on them. 

Therefore, the whole process of intermedíate point genera-
tion comprises two main tasks: the construction of the refer-
ence triangle network, and the creation of the new intermedí
ate points in those reference triangles. First task is carried 
out from the 66 landmarks positions. Then, a manual triangu-
lation is performed, to optimize the amount of resulting tri
angles, and their shape and distribution. Fig. 4 illustrates the 
definition of the reference triangle network. 

Regarding the second task (creation of new intermedíate 
points), for each resulting triangle, several intermedíate posi
tions are calculated, both inside the triangle and on its edges. 

Fig 4: Reference triangle network. The 52 facial points 
(black), and the 14 extra points (red) are indexed using the 

same numerical sequence as in Fig. 2 

Creation of intermedíate points in each edge consists in di-
viding that edge in equally-sized segments. Generation of in
termedíate points inside each triangle attends to a regular tri
angle subdivisión [12]. This triangle subdivisión is per
formed according to the level ofdetail, LOD, defined as the 
number of evaluation points on one edge minus two. The 
number n of intermedíate points generated inside a triangle 
can be obtained from LOD, following equation 1. Fig. 5 il
lustrates this relation. 

B. Intermedíate Points Projection 

Once a set of numerous intermedíate points has been gen
erated, next step is to project all those points on the skull sur-
face, in order to obtain a set of intermedíate points where 
soft tissue depth can be added. Projection process is different 
depending on the location of the intermedíate point to be 
projected. Based on this fact, two types of projections are 
performed: projection of points inside a reference triangle, 
and projection of points in a triangle edge. 

Projection of intermedíate points located inside a refer
ence triangle is performed using the normal vector of that tri

angle. Projection of intermedíate points located on an edge 
will be carried out using the vector defined by equation 2: 

p=ñx + ñ2 (2) 

Where ni and n2 are the normal vector of the triangles 
sharing that edge. In both cases, projection will not be per
formed unless the condition d< dmax is satisfied, being d the 
distance between the original intermedíate point and the 
point projected on the skull mesh, and dmaxis a threshold val
ué. This condition prevenís an intermedíate point from being 
projected too far from its 3 nearest landmarks, which consti-
tute the reference triangle. This may happen in several re-
gions, for example, inside eye sockets. It is a fundamental 
condition, since tissue depth associated to the new intermedí
ate points on the skull mesh will be obtainedO from tissue 
depth valúes on those 3 nearest landmarks (as it will be de-
scribed in section C). Therefore, it is very important to en-
sure all the projected points have the same landmark neigh-
bors as their corresponding original intermedíate point. 

C. Intermedíate Depth and normal interpolation 

In the previous step, a set of intermedíate points on the 
skull surface were calculated. Next task is to calcúlate their 
tissue depth valúes, in order to obtain the final set of points 
which will intégrate the skin mesh. In all cases, an intermedí
ate skin position can be obtained as: 

P' = Pi+ni-l (3) 
Where p, is the position vector of the projected intermedí

ate point, iti is the normal vector in that point, and /¿ the 
thickness associated to it. The way to compute l, and «¿ will 
differ, depending on the location of the original intermedíate 
points in the reference triangles. 

LOD=2 

L0D=5 

Fig 5: Examples of inner triangle subdi
visión, with LOD=2 and LOD=5. Inter

medíate points are highlighted 

For skull intermedíate points coming from projection of 
points located inside a reference triangle ipi'), «¿and k are in-
terpolated from /;, l2, k, and n¡, n2, n3, the depth and normal 
valúes associated to the three landmarks integrating the ref
erence triangle (influence landmarks). The subsequent equa-
tions are used: 

/¡=M-/1+v-/2+vf73 (4) 

ni = u-nl+v-n2+w-ñ} (5) 
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For skull intermedíate points coming from projection of 
points located in a triangle edge (p¡), n¡and /, are interpolat-
ed from l¡, l2, and n¡, n2, those depth and normal valúes asso-
ciated to the two landmarks integrating that edge (influence 
landmarks). The following equations are used: 

/ , .=w/1+v/2 (9) 

ñ¡=u-ñl+vñ1 (io) 

distance{p¡', p2) 
U = — r^ ITT (11) 

distance\pl, p2) 
distance{pl ,p¡') 

v=— T-;—="T (12) 
distance\pl, p2) 

D. Mesh Generation 
Once the set of intermedíate tissue points has been gener-

ated (from the original 66 landmarks), the next step is to 
build a 3D mesh from both sets of points. Considering that 
the final number of points is greater than 11000, an automat-
ic triangulation algorithm is required. For this purpose, a De-
launay triangulation has been implemented. In Fig. 6, a skull 
and its point sets (landmarks and intermedíate points) are 
shown. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows some examples of recon-
stractions obtained from different skulls, by means of the 
proposed application. 

In the previous images, the achievements and limitations 
of this craniofacial reconstruction method can be detected. 
Regarding the achievements, zones where skull geometry 
shows soft variations are well reconstructed; this is the case 
of the forehead, the chin, the upper part and lateral faces of 
the nose. However, limitations can be found in zones where 
skull varíes, for example, in zigomatic arch zones and near 
eyes and mouth, especially. In those zones, a greater number 
of landmarks would be needed, in order to obtain an appro-
priate soft tissue depth interpolation. 

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

In this section, different results are presented, in order to 
prove that the craniofacial reconstruction method here de-
scribed verifies these four statements: firstly, craniofacial re-
constructions are different for different skulls. Secondly, 
they are different for a certain skull, using different BMI 
ranges. Thirdly, craniofacial reconstructions depend on the 
skull geometry, existing correspondance between skull mor-
phology and skin mesh. And finally, the procedure is not 
subjective, since craniofacial reconstructions only depend on 
tissue thickness valúes in the 66 landmarks and skull geome
try. 

Fig 7: Set of landmarks (white cylinders) and skin inter
medíate points generated (green spheres) for a generic 

skull 

T7T7H 
Fig 8: Examples of reconstructions using the skull of a 27-year-old 

man. (Left): BMK20. (Center): 20<BMI<25. (Right): BMI>25 

To perform the test, 145 3D-scanned skulls (69 women 
and 76 men) have been used: 4 samples aged between 20 and 
29, 14 samples between 30 and 39, 9 samples between 40 
and 49, 18 samples between 50 and 59, and 100 samples old-
er than 60 years oíd. 

F77 
Fig 6: Examples of reconstructions using different skulls. (Left): 53-
year-old man with BMI>25. (Right): 34-year-old man with BMI>25 



TABLE I. 

LIST OF MEASURES (IN CM.) TAKEN IN 7 SKULLS AND RECONSTRUCTIONS 

25-year-old man 

34-year-old man 

39-year-old man 

45-year-old woman 

53-year-old man 

73-year-old woman 

75-year-old woman 

Distance 1-10 (facial leu 

SkuU 

15.19 

16.18 

15.29 

14.09 

15.42 

14.18 

14.51 

20<BMI<25 

15.85 

17.17 

16.27 

15.06 

16.62 

15.37 

16.62 

gth) 

BMI>25 

15.9 

17.26 

16.39 

15.15 

16.9 

16.45 

16.7 

Distance 23-44 (bizigomatic 

SkuU 

10.99 

11.64 

12.21 

11.22 

12.2 

11.9 

11.15 

20<BMI<25 

13.65 

13.24 

13.85 

13.21 

14.23 

13.65 

12.96 

breadth) 

BMI>25 

14.06 

13.85 

14.67 

13.57 

14.59 

13.87 

13.24 

Using these skulls, several reconstructions have been per-
formed varying BMI range valúes in each skull. In order to 
contrast objectively all existing changes, two representative 
measures have been taken in each skull and its corresponding 
reconstraction: distance between landmarks 1 and 10 (facial 
length) and between landmarks 23 and 44 (bizigomatic 
breadth). Table I shows the measures taken from 7 different 
sample skulls. Measures corresponding to BMK20 are not 
presented due to the fact that there are not tissue depth val
úes available in some population groups, since the anthropo-
logical datábase is still being completed. 

According to those results, differences between recon
structions belonging to the same skull using different BMI 
valúes have been proved, and also differences between re
constructions from different skulls. Based on this fact, the 
objectivity of the present craniofacial reconstraction method 
can be ensured. 

In order to improve the validation process of the proposed 
method and test its accuracy, some further tests are being 
performed to study the variations of the surface in the recon
straction meshes, in comparison with the variations corre
sponding to real skin meshes (extracted from TAC images). 
This process is still in progress, since there are not enough 
TAC images available to construct a reliable sample of real 
soft tissue. 

VI. CONCLUSIÓN 

In this paper, a computerized 3D craniofacial reconstrac
tion technique has been presented. A graphic application has 
been developed implementing this technique, which enables 
to genérate objectively the soft tissue of any individual, start-
ing only from the skull and a set of 66 reference points where 
tissue depth is known 

The method consists in generating a great number of inter-
mediate points, where tissue depth is interpolated from tissue 
thickness in landmark points. This process only comprises 
projections, normal calculations, arithmetic operations, and 
finally, a triangulation to build the final reconstraction. 
Moreover, the complexity of the application datábase is low, 
as it only consists of a set of soft tissue thickness valúes in 
the reference points. These two facts contribute to the low 
computational cost of the application. 

The presented craniofacial reconstraction technique was 
developed to ensure the objectivity of the process, since it 
only considers skull geometry and individual parameters 
(age, gender and BMI range). On the other hand, it extracts 
all the local information contained in the target skull, since 
its entire surface is sampled. This means an important advan-
tage in regions with smooth variations (forehead and chin, 
for example), where every irregularity will affect the final re
constraction; otherwise, they would be disregarded in case of 
only considering the set of reference landmarks. However, in 
places where skull geometry is variant, this tendency to repli-
cate the skull variations is not suitable and it must be im-
proved. In those places, more landmarks would be necessary. 

Tests with 145 skulls have been performed, in order to 
compare the corresponding generated reconstructions. Future 
work focuses on improving the validation process, compar-
ing reconstructions with real skin meshes extracted from 
TAC images. 
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